
Whether a party can sue for breach of contract?  

Representation or term p226 
l Is the statement a mere representation or term? 
Ø representations are mere statements made by the parties in the course of 

negotiating a contract which are calculated to induce the ultimate agreement but 
not intended to comprise part of the contract. Terms are important statements 
that are promissory in nature and intended to form part of the agreement (Oscar 
Chess) 

Ø Apply an objective test to ascertain the intention of the parties from the 
particular facts: would a ‘’reasonable person’’ consider that the statement wad 
intended to become part of the contractual obligation? 

Ø Factors to consider include: 
1) Importance of statement 
2) Time between statement and contract 
3) Special knowledge/skill or access to truth of one party(reliance) 

Ø If the party making the statement has more knowledge or expertise about 
the subject matter than the other party (so can ascertain the accuracy of the 
statement), then the statement is probably a term (Dick) 

4) Inclusion of statement in any subsequent document 
Ë Oscar Chess 

A customer sell 1939 car to the car dealer 
H: the statement was a mere representation as W had no specialist knowledge 
while the dealers had special expertise and should have taken steps to verify the 
age of the car. 

ü Dick Bentley 
Buy a luxury car had done 100,000 miles from the car dealer 
Dealer has special knowledge+ buyer relies on the statement 

 

Parol evidence rule and collateral contract 
l Does the parol evidence rule prevent reliance on the contract/oral 

agreement? 
Ø Parol evidence rule presumed that the writing contains all the terms of it, and 

evidence will not be admitted of any previous or contemporaneous oral 
agreement which would have the effect of adding to or varying it in any way" 
Mercantile Bank of Sydney v Taylor  

Ø When ambiguity or uncertainty of meaning of words used 
Ø Whether or not terms can be implied into the contract  

(e.g. based on custom/trade use) 
Ø Evidence of common mistake made when reducing the contract into writing 
Ø Evidence of oral agreement to vary or suspend the written agreement 



	  


